Its innovative formula was created with the aim of
removing heavy soiling in the carpentry as well as in
the wood, furniture and machinery industry.

GO Cleaner Liquid

for washing and cleaning tools and machinery
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NEW FORMULA - alkaline product containing surface-active compounds - the agent is highly
moisturizing and penetrates stains. It is also gentle for the cleaned surfaces, e.g.: plastics, aluminum, rubber seals.
FAST ACTION - persistent, both petroleum and resin–based soiling is removed in 15 minutes
- just spray the cleaned surface directly and leave for 5 to 15 minutes for the GO Cleaner to dissolve any dirt, then wipe with a cloth to collect loose layers of dirt.
VERSATILITY - copes well with dirt on cutting tools arising from the woodworking, especially green
wood (removes resin), tools such as trimmers, lawn mowers, chainsaws, chain or soiled machine
parts and charred windows.
ONE LIQUID - TWO JOBS - GO Cleaner is a two-task agent: the first task is to separate the dirt from
the cleaned surface, and the second - to protect the cleaned surface against
external factors.

TO100

GO Cleaner for washing and cleaning tools and machines
EXPERT ADVICE:

Any tool that does not have a special coating and is used for cutting of
materials such as wood (especially green), plastic (pvc, rubber, gaskets)
is at risk of the material sticking to the blades and the surrounding area
(disc, body, teeth).
The buildup of dirt in these areas increases the cutting resistance,
which can lead to excessive heating of the disk and a loss of stability
of operation or even destruction of the tool.
Using GO Cleaner for washing and cleaning your tools, you will avoid
problems with the wrong wear assessment of the tool, which should be
maintained appropriately so it can serve you long.
It is not recommended to use GO Cleaner on hot items.
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PRICE LIST

TO100-0000-0500

GO Cleaner 500 ml

1

10

http://www.globus-wapienica.com/distributioncentres.html

TO100-0005-0000

GO Cleaner 5 L

1

1

http://www.globus-wapienica.com/distributioncentres.html

TO100-0010-0000

GO Cleaner 10 L

1

1

http://www.globus-wapienica.com/distributioncentres.html

TO100-0020-0000

GO Cleaner 20 L

1

1

http://www.globus-wapienica.com/distributioncentres.html

FEATURES / BENEFITS:

APPLICATION:

as one of the few on the market, GO Cleaner is not subject of the requirements of
ADR in transport, which significantly reduces transport costs (it is non-flammable)

cleaning saws, cutters, heads, drills, tools used in gardening, such as trimmers and lawn
mowers, chainsaws - removes resin and all petroleum-based soiling

alkaline product containing surface-active compounds - the agent is highly
moisturizing and penetrates stains.

particularly dedicated to tools, which often cut fresh and wet wood (with much resin)

two-task agent: the first task is to separate the dirt from the cleaned surface,
and the second - to protect the cleaned surface against external factors.

spray the cleaned surface directly and leave for 5 to 15 minutes for the GO Cleaner

GO Cleaner can also be safely neutralized with water and is also safe for work
clothes - does not affect the structure of fibers

works well for cleaning dirty machine parts
to dissolve all dirt and then wipe with a cloth to collect loose dirt

gentle for the cleaned surfaces, e.g.: plastics, aluminum, rubber seals.

for best results, use the immersion method: immerse the cleaned workpiece in GO
Cleaner from 15 to 30 minutes, then take it out and wipe with a cloth to collect loose dirt
- concerns such tools as: saws, cutters, heads, and drills

the composition of GO Cleaner was developed by Polish chemists, and its
production takes place in the Polish chemical plants

for smaller dirt GO Cleaner may be diluted in the ratio 1:1 up to 1:2, but in this case the
reaction time is extended - it is recommended to use undiluted
in the case of very large surfaces and accumulated dirt, penetration may take longer,
thick layers of dirt may require repeated washing

Products available in containers of different size

500ml

5L pack

10L pack

20L pack

Choose the most convenient way to order
by phone
+48 33 828 09 26

by e-mail
e-sales@wapienica.pl

by fax
+48 33 488 05 21

from the online store
7 days a week, 24 hours/day
www.globus-wapienica.com

ph.: +48 33 82 80 800

fax: +48 33 48 80 521

eksport@wapienica.pl

visit the points of sale
Top Hurt, Top Serwis

www.globus-wapienica.com

